SMART REEFER CONTAINER

Complete visibility and control, even at sea

The increasing challenge of moving refrigerated food and
pharmaceuticals through the global shipping supply chain calls for
advanced reefer container IoT technologies to optimize efficiency,
simplify compliance and protect cargo. ORBCOMM’s smart reefer
solutions deliver complete visibility and enhanced remote control,
with flexible connectivity options that cut through traditional blind
spots to ensure an uninterrupted flow of actionable intelligence
from containers on road, rail or sea. With the largest global market
share of reefer container deployments, ORBCOMM telematics
connect previously dark and dumb reefer containers into a highly
integrated, fully interoperable, end-to-end digitized supply chain
designed to minimize business risk and disruption, and maximize
security, safety and profitability.

Smart reefers for the new supply chain
The pandemic. The Suez Canal. The container shortage.
Extreme weather events. Everything about container shipping
is getting more complex, making visibility into the supply
chain more critical than ever, particularly for food, pharma,
temperature-sensitive liquids and other refrigerated cargo.
ORBCOMM’s IoT solutions connect containers to deliver

data that drives better business decisions along with alerts
and control capabilities to remotely protect cargo. With IoT
telematics devices, sophisticated sensors, applications and
APIs to integrate the information into enterprise systems,
ORBCOMM’s smart reefer solutions are the single source for
complete, end-to-end remote reefer management.

The smart reefer: key benefits
See, even at sea
Traditional container telematics solutions have black holes,
particularly out at sea, where the critical stream of data is
broken. ORBCOMM solutions see through blind spots with
multiple industry-leading IoT connectivity options that include
terrestrial, satellite and innovative vessel-based networks
that ensure the uninterrupted flow of information. Add our
pioneering satellite AIS data stream—we’re the largest AIS
data provider in the world—and see any container, anywhere.

Protect refrigerated cargo
Keep customers satisfied, cargo compliant and reduce
claims and insurance premiums. The smart reefer
enables remote correction of temperature before a load
is compromised. Get AI-driven alerts of discrepancies
tailored to suit your operational tolerances and detect theft
and tampering. Monitor ship-to-port-to-overland transfer of
sensitive cargo and get reports on shock events, humidity,
controlled atmosphere levels and more.

Enhanced operational efficiency
When you can pinpoint every container anywhere and run
processes remotely, you can streamline distribution at
arrival, minimize downtime, identify troubling patterns in
particular supply chains or transport routes and plan for
more efficient hand-offs. Plus, remote pre-trip inspections
that run themselves while in transit and predictive
maintenance further boost efficiency and reduce costs.

Improved customer service
Meet the increasing demand for shipment visibility
and traceability to gain a competitive edge, improve
customer retention and help them mitigate supply chain
risk. Provide more accurate predictive ETAs to shippers,
BCOs and 3PLs to improve their experience and facilitate
management of delays.

Key features
Seamless interoperability
Share data easily across different devices and platforms.
ORBCOMM’s software platforms in the cloud and on vessels
support data integration from third-party devices and
data feeds into third-party enterprise systems to support
vessel sharing partnerships and data sharing. ORBCOMM’s
smart reefer solutions are compliant with interoperability
standards set by the DCSA.

Global best network connectivity
With a 2G/3G/4G LTE cellular global SIM that removes
roaming charges, along with Bluetooth, LoRa, NB-IoT
readiness and optional satellite connectivity, the solution
seamlessly switches to the most appropriate and least-cost
network available to ensure economical, uninterrupted data
flow as containers move through the supply chain.

Container-penetrating sensors
LoRa-based wireless sensor technology ensures consistent
data flow from within containers without the limitations
of traditional wireless sensors. Door, light, cargo and
temperature sensors can provide additional load protection.
Flexible installation
The container telematics device can be installed
permanently or temporarily on reefer containers, enabling
single-trip or guest reefer tracking and tracking while
assets are at a yard or terminal. Track and monitor
temperature of ISO marine tank containers as well.
Easy data log access
Remotely power up a reefer’s microcontroller to access
data logs without sending personnel into the field.

24/7 live monitoring services
ORBCOMM provides optional 24/7 exception
management for live reefer shipment loads. In the case
of a notable event, the monitoring center notifies all
responsible parties directed by the customer, such as
third-party service providers, technicians in ports or ship
crews. The monitoring center will track the issue and
follow an escalation path, if necessary, to resolution.
Although the movement of assets through the supply
chain goes on around the clock, most shipping lines don’t.
So, when you get an actionable event in the middle of the
night or on a holiday, are you able to react in time to protect
the load? ORBCOMM live monitoring can. It can also help
shipping lines new to IoT as they ramp up staff readiness.

VesselConnect
ORBCOMM’s VesselConnect enables local and remote
management and control of refrigerated containers on
board a vessel at sea. VesselConnect helps ensure cargo
integrity and reduces operating costs by allowing crews
to locally monitor temperature, humidity, reefer status,
location, slot position and more on the ship and through
the cloud for remote land-based access. It virtually
eliminates the need for manual checks, enhancing
efficiency and minimizing risks to crew, especially in
inclement weather.

VesselConnect creates an open wireless local data
transport network on the ship, enabling refrigerated and
other containers fitted with ORBCOMM and third-party
GPS/GSM modem devices to continue reporting while
at sea. This cost-effective, low-infrastructure system
can be installed with no downtime, enabling rapid vessel
redeployment. Deck crew receive real-time event-based
alerts on handheld devices and can take immediate action,
while office-based crew can access the central terminal,
displaying all bays and containers on a user-friendly interface.

Five reasons to choose ORBCOMM

1

Proven
ORBCOMM is a pioneering global leader in industrial
IoT. Choose a solution that has proven itself through
decades of experience and expertise, with more
than 2.2 million subscribers overall, and more than 700,000
current cold chain subscribers around the world.

2

End-to-end
Our solutions feature best-in-class technology
and include intelligent IoT telematics, seamless
multiple connectivity modes and powerful multi-asset
management and vessel-based platforms, ensuring all
assets deliver information from road, rail or sea.

3

Interoperable
Supporting communication standards and data
models set by the COA and DCSA, ORBCOMM’s
devices and open platforms allow easy data sharing with

partners, customers and other stakeholders and integrate
seamlessly with third-party devices, data streams and
enterprise platforms.

4

Always connected
With our vessel-based network, satellite-based
AIS data service, multiple terrestrial and satellite
network technologies and 24/7 data monitoring services,
ORBCOMM offers unmatched global coverage to
support diverse use cases and uninterrupted future-proof
information streams, even for assets far at sea.

5

Complete support
With global best-in-class multilingual sales, service
and 24/7/365 technical support teams, we support
customers from assessment to deployment to ongoing
free customer care.

The challenges and requirements within the refrigerated supply chain can be
trying for any business. As global leaders in industrial IoT, ORBCOMM has
the solutions, experience and expertise to connect your supply chain assets,
protect your cargo and improve your operational efficiency.
Contact us today at info@orbcomm.com for more information on our
complete offering, or visit us at www.orbcomm.com.

ORBCOMM is a global leader and innovator in the industrial Internet of Things, providing solutions that connect businesses to their assets to deliver
increased visibility and operational efficiency. The company offers a broad set of asset monitoring and control solutions, including seamless satellite and
cellular connectivity, unique hardware and powerful applications, all backed by end-to-end customer support, from installation to deployment to customer
care. ORBCOMM has a diverse customer base including premier OEMs, solutions customers and channel partners spanning transportation, supply chain,
warehousing and inventory, heavy equipment, maritime, natural resources, and government. For more information, visit www.orbcomm.com.
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